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Close 
learning 

gaps from 
miles away
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conversations

Uncover student
strategies

Intervene 
with 
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Guiding QuestionsDirections
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Instructions: How Many Blocks? 



   

Zorbit can’t get across the Chilly Crevasse! 
Help him hop across by counting the ice blocks.

How Many ?
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Instructions: How Much Honey?
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Tobee, aka Super Stinger, is heading to 
the Honey Maze. Help him chart a course 

and collect some honey.
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Kindergarten & First Grade



Charging
FUEL Cells

Your rocket ship is out of energy! 

Use your energy discs (two-colour counters) to fill 
your fuel tanks with different colour combinations.



Charging fuel cellS
Overview
Students will use two-colour counters to 
compose and decompose numbers.

Directions
1. Provide each pair of students with a target number of counters.
2. Each student chooses either red or yellow as their energy disc colour and 

takes the appropriate Super Rocket recording sheet.
3. Students use the cup to pour all of their counters out onto the table.
4. Students determine how many energy discs (counters) landed on yellow and 

red and record them on the Fuel Cell recording sheet.
5. Students collect the energy discs and repeat the activity four more times with 

their partner.
6. On the Super Rocket recording sheet, determine how many of their color 

occured in total.

Key Questions
1. Do you always get the same combination of red and yellow to make the 

number?
2. What do you notice about the number of red and yellow counters together?
3. Are there other combinations possible that you did not see? 
4. How did you figure out which player got the most energy discs (counters) 

overall? 

Supporting Learners
● Provide students with ten frames
● Use five counters or less
● Complete the activity after step 

five.

Extensions and Variations
● Use up to twenty counters
● Use a second type of counter to 

create the number from three 
parts

● Repeat the game until a player 
collects a total of fifty energy 
discs (counters) of their colour.

Materials
Cups
Two-Colour Counters
Fuel Cell Recording Sheet
Super Rocket Recording 
Sheet



fuel cell recording sheet



super rocket  recording sheet



super rocket  recording sheet



swIPIng
energy discs

Someone keeps swiping energy discs 

(two-colour counters) from your rocket ship.

Determine how many are missing by counting

how many are left behind.



Swiping energy discS 
Students will decompose numbers to determine 
the number of hidden counters.

1. Provide each pair of students with a target number of counters.
2. Assign roles to the students - one is the Swiper and one is the Spotter. 
3. Places the counters on the rocketship at the start of each round and record 

the total on the Energy Disc recording sheet.
4. The Spotter closes their eyes while the Swiper steals any number of the 

counters from the rocketship.
5. The Spotter opens their eyes, counts the number of counters left behind, 

and records the number on the Energy Disc recording sheet.
6. The Spotter then uses the original total and the counters left to determine 

and record how many were stolen.
7. Students work together to determine if the answer is correct.
8. Alternate roles and complete five rounds.

1. How do you determine the number of missing counters?
2. Is it easier if the Swiper takes more counters or less? Why?
3. Could you play this game if you did not know how many counters you 

started with?
4. How would the game change if you arranged the counters into a pattern 

first, such as a ten- or five-frame?

● Provide students with ten frames.
● Provide students with a second 

set of objects to work with so they 
can mimic the number removed.

● Use up to twenty counters.
● Play as a class and have the 

teacher take on the role of 
the Swiper.

● Energy Disc Recording 
Sheet (included)

● Counters
● RocketShip Counter Sheet 

(included)

MaterialsOverview

Directions

Key Questions

Supporting Learners Extensions and Variations



round total left taken

Energy Disc Recording Sheet



RocketShip Counter Sheet
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